Meet PaintPro® by AZEK Exteriors.

The revolutionary high-performance, low-maintenance cellular PVC trim that can be painted any color (even dark colors) with no primer needed.

PaintPro has the same high-performance and low-maintenance benefits of traditional AZEK trim but can be painted any color because it’s engineered for paint. No primer needed. Get work finished faster thanks to quicker drying time. PaintPro can be handled 30 minutes after painting. Like traditional AZEK trim, PaintPro is virtually impervious to moisture and adds the benefit of a superior paint bond that enhances long-term performance. PaintPro won't rot, crack, warp or chip and the PVC substrate is backed by the AZEK Lifetime Limited Warranty.

PaintPro Highlights
- No primer needed
- Lightweight, durable PVC trim boards are easy to transport and install
- Curves and molds easily through heat forming
- Two-sided, reversible finish: smooth Traditional and woodgrain Frontier
- More premium paint options from the most recognized brand in trim
- Patent pending exclusive technology
- While PaintPro’s two-sided reversible finish bonds beautifully with acrylic latex and vinyl-safe paint, AZEK Exteriors also has an exclusive partnership with AquaSurTech to provide paint with a premium finish and its own 15-year warranty.

https://azekexteriors.com/paint-pro
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(302) 233-5358

AZEK earned a #1 Quality Rating in Decorative Moulding, Trim, and Columns for exteriors in Hanley Wood’s 2019 Brand Use Study.